
Pilon, Janet

Subject: Aberdeen Construction

From: Sarah Robson

Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2020 12:05 PM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca

Subject: Aberdeen Construction

Hello,

I am writing today to express my concern with the planned road construction on Aberdeen.

I live on Braemar Place, on the west mountain and my property and safety is directly affected by the traffic on Garth St.
I have sent in my concerns in the past regarding aggressive drivers using our street to turn around and driving erratically
while children play outside.

By slowing down traffic in an already overly used route, you are contributing to the problems with road rage and erratic
driving. Anytime there is a collision or issue on Beckett St, Garth, The Line or Aberdeen, our street experiences an
increased volume of drivers whom show no concern for residents and especially children.

I can not fathom how slowing down the moving traffic at the bottom of the hill would serve any good to our area or
especially the side streets off of Aberdeen.

We are considering moving out of Hamilton, which is a shame as our parents, grand parents and even great grand
parents were citizens of The City of Hamilton, We no longer feel it is a safe or pleasant community to raise our family.

The increased population, road traffic and urban sprawl has created a congested and noisy city.

The possible development of the brow lands will not only create more noise and pollution but further increase traffic,
how do you purpose the thousands of new local residents will access the highways to commute?

I urge you, to start considering the life of the average, everyday Hamilton resident; working hard to afford a home and
contributing to a city that seems to have no regard for middle class Canadians.
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